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THE DUAL OF THE FLABBY IS THE BAR

JAMES A. SCHÄFER

Introduction. The object of this paper is to show the connection be-

tween the bar resolution for algebras and the canonical flabby resolu-

tion for sheaves. We will show that both resolutions are natural con-

structions arising from an adjoint relation between two functors. The

main result will be that there is a natural chain isomorphism between

the "categorical" bar resolution and the dual of the "categorical"

flabby resolution.

Throughout this paper 31, 33 will denote additive categories and

F: 33—»21, G: 21—»-S3 functors between them with F adjoint to G. That

is, for each A in 21, B in S3, there exists a natural isomorphism of

abelian groups,

Homa(PB, A) ^ Hom¡B(P, G A).

It follows that there exist natural transformations,

e:/sB->GP,       e:FG-»fa,

with certain properties. An immediate consequence of these properties

is that, for all A in 21. we have

(1) GieA)eaA = id0A.

For this and other results concerning adjoint functors, see [3], [4].

Suppose S and T are functors from the category 21 to the category

33 and that r is a natural transformation from S to P. If U is a func-

tor from a category ß to a category 21 and F is a functor from a cate-
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gory 58 to a category 3), then we denote by V * r * U the natural

transformation from the functor VSU to the functor VTU, where

V * r * U(C) = V(ruc). For further details, see [2, Appendix].

The categorical bar construction. Suppose now that 23 possesses

cokernels, i.e., every map in 93 has a cokernel, then we may define the

"normalized" categorical bar construction as follows.

Let F: 93—»93 be the covariant functor defined for each B in 93 by

the sequence (2), where FB is the cokernel of eB,

(2) B^GFbHfB^O.

Obviously F is a functor and p: GF-+F is a natural transformation.

Define the functors Bn: 21->2I, ra^O, by

(3) Bn = FF»G,

and the natural transformations s_i: G-+GB0, s„: GB„—*GBn+i, by

s-i = e * G,
(4) 1

sn = (e * F"+lG)(p * F"G),       n ^ 0.

It has been shown [5, p. 271] that there exist unique natural trans-

formations e: Bo—>-/a, dn: Bn—>Bn-i, »âl, such that, for each A in 21,

(a) G(eA)s-i = idaÁ,

(b) 5_iG(e^)-fG(cl1)so = id(jB„^,

(c) sn^iG(dn)+G(dn+i)sn = idaB„A,       w^l.

To show that this is the bar construction in the usual case, all that

one needs to do is to let 93 be the category of modules over a com-

mutative ring K; let 21 be the category of [/-modules, where U is an

algebra over K; let G be the forgetful functor; and let F be U®k-

The categorical flabby resolution. Assume that 2t possesses kernels.

An easy exercise concerning adjoints shows that G preserves kernels,

i.e., if/is a map in 21, then G(kerf) is naturally equivalent to ker G(f).

Define a functor F: 21—»21 by the sequence (5), where PA is the

kernel of e¿,

(5) O-^PaHfGA^A.

Obviously P is a functor and p: P—>FG is a natural transformation.

Define the functors Bn: 21-^21, ra^O, by

(6) Bn = FGF",

and the natural transformations i: B0—>I%, dn: Bn—*Bn^i, by
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dn = ip*Fn-l)ië*Fn),       »è 1.

It is clear that ö\e = 0 and that on_iä„ = 0 so that for each A in

21, iBiA), d) is an augmented complex over A.

To show that this agrees with the dual of the canonical flabby

resolution for sheaves, we dualize the above construction and let 33

be the sheaves over Xd, where X¿ is the set of the topological space X

with the discrete topology; let 21 be sheaves over X and G = i*,

F = î*, where i is the inclusion map of Xd into X. Then since

rlomxtii*^, S) =Homx(3r, H%), where ff is a sheaf on X, Q is a sheaf

on X¿, the construction above yields the usual flabby resolution for

sheaves. For details, see [2].

Main theorem. Suppose that both the above constructions can be

defined if or example, if both categories are abelian), then there exists a

natural chain isomorphism f: (P, d)—>iB, d).

Lemma. The functors FG and GF : 21—>2I are naturally equivalent.

Proof. For each A in 21, we will construct an equivalence wA: FGA

—*G?A. The construction will be manifestly natural.

Consider the sequence (2) applied to GA in 33. By (1) there exists

a map GiëÀ) such that Gie~À)eaA = tàaA. Since FGA is the cokernel of

eoA, there exists a map nA- FGA-+GFGA such that we obtain the

direct sum diagram,

eGA Pga _
(8) G A £=± GFGA £=> FGA.

G(êk) pa

Applying G to the sequence (5) and using remark (1) again shows

that there exists a map \A: GFGA—+GËA such that we obtain the

direct sum diagram,

_    G(pA) GieA)

(9) GFA <=±± GFGA +==*' G A.
Xa Boa

(Recall that G preserves kernels.) Obviously ¡xa, Xa define natural

transformations ju: FG-^GFG and X: GFG-+GF. Let w=X/*: FG-^GF.

Then w is a natural equivalence with inverse ip * G)(G * p). This

last statement follows from the fact that p-e = e-p = 0 and that (8)

and (9) are direct sum diagrams.

Proof of Theorem. The natural transformations /„: Bn—>Pn,

m^O, are defined by iterated use of the natural transformation w as

follows :
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(10)
fa = id,

/„ = (F * w * Fn-X)(FT *w* Pn~2) ■ ■ ■ (FFn-* *w* F)(FF*-X * w).

Since Bn = FFnG and BH = FGFn, this amounts to replacing the

factor FG and GF one step at a time by means of the lemma. Clearly

/„ is a natural isomorphism with inverse fñx given by replacing w by

w~x in (10) and taking the composite in the opposite order. By means

of this isomorphism we may define a boundary dn: Bn—>Bn-i and an

augmentation e: B¡¡—>I%- We will show that this boundary satisfies

(a), (b) and (c) for the contracting homotopy 5 and hence is the "cor-

rect" boundary for the bar construction. The definition of d„ will

automatically make / a chain map. Let

(11)
dn = fn-i ■ d„ •/„,        n ^ 1.

The verification of (a), (b) and (c) will follow immediately by induc-

tion and a few remarks,

(i) For all A in 21, _

(a) fn(A)=fn-i(FA)FF"-x(wA),    n^l,
(b) f;x(A) = FF"-X(w-Ax)f-1X(FA),    »èl.

The proof is an immediate consequence of the definition of /„ and

the fact that F« = p»-i-F.
(ii) For all il in 8t,

(a) di(A)=pAé(FA),

(b) dn(A)=Sn-i(FA),    »£2.
This follows immediately from the definitions,

(iii) For all A in 21,
(a) s0(A)=GF(w2x)s-1(FA)wApaA,_

(b) sn(A)=GFF»(w2x)sn-.i(FA)GFF"-x(wA),   »fcl.

We give here a proof for (b) since a similar, shorter proof will work

for (a). Consider the following diagram.

GFF"GA
GFFn~x(wA)

> GFFn-xGPA

pF"GA
pFn~xGFA

F(F"~x(wA))  _
pn+lGA _1-_____+ pnGpA

GFF"+XGA

eFn+xGA

GFFn(wA)

eFnGFA

+ GFFGFA.
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The top diagram commutes since p is a natural transformation

from G F to F, and P""1^) is a map from Fn~l(FGA) to Fn~liGFA).

The lower diagram commutes since e is a natural transformation from

7sb to GF, and F"(wa) is a map from Fn+1GA to FnGFA. The left-

hand side is by definition s„iA) and the right-hand side is sn-i(FA),

whence the conclusion since the bottom map is an isomorphism.

We are now in a position to verify (a), (b) and (c). These are

straightforward calculations involving no difficulties. We give for

clarification a sample, the inductive step of (c). For simplicity of

notation, we write GFFniwA) as nwA, and for a natural transformation

r, let riA) =r, riFA) =r*. Then, for example, remark (iii, (b)) takes

the form,

n    —1     *       n—1

Sn   =     WA   -S„-l-        Wa-

Now suppose (c) true for all j< n and all A in 21, then

in_iG(d„) + Gidn+i)sn =      wA -sn-2-     wA-Gifn-i)Gidn)G(jn)

j    nrr\r-rS      \r/t r.   -1     *       »-1 n-l   -1     *       n-2
+  Gifn   )Gidn+l)Gifn+l) ■   WA   -Sn-1- WA   = WA   •**-%• WA

■      WA  •G(/„_l)G(ä„_l)G(/B_l)-      wA +       ivAGifn-i)Gid„)Gifn)

• wA- wa -Sn-i-     wA =      wA (jn_2G(3„_i) + Gidn)sn-\)     wA = id

by induction applied to FA.
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